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Executive Summary     
 
 

In this report the current floor system of North Shore at Canton was compared to 
four alternative floor systems.  A typical bay for North Shore, is approximately 25’x30’, 
these spans line up directly over the concrete bents, spaced 25’ apart, which make up the 
pier structure.  The current floor system consists mainly of pre-engineered open web floor 
trusses, spaced at 16” on center, and span 25’.  The floor trusses are topped with 3/4” 
OSB, and can be considered a rigid diaphragm.  Four alternative floor systems were 
analyzed.  The first, which was similar to the existing system, involved pre-engineered 
composite wood joist, which are spaced at 19.2” and span 25’.  The second system 
analyzed was a 2-way concrete system composed of a flat plate with drop panels, since 
the bay size is considered large for concrete residential construction, the 30’ spans have 
been reduced to 20’; this does not create any problems since the building is 60’ wide and 
the columns being moved are directly supported by the concrete bents.  The third system 
analyzed is a 30” concrete pan joist system, with 36” beams supporting the joist at the 
column line, the reduced bay size was also used for this system.  The fourth system 
analyzed was an open web steel joist system supported by steel girders and columns, 
since steel allows for longer spans the original bay size of 30’x25’ was used.  The joists 
are topped with 1.5” metal decking and 2.5” of concrete. 

The loading used was in accordance with the IBC 2003, and only gravity loading 
was considered at this time.  Besides loading other factors were used in determining if 
each system was a viable option for further investigation.  Those factors included, but 
were not limited to; fire rating, availability, economy of the system, and impact on the 
pier foundation. 

Of the four alternative systems analyzed, only one will not need any further 
investigation.  The only system that will not be looked at, is the composite wood joist 
system.  Since the system offers no great advantage over the current system, it will not be 
regarded.  All other systems shall be used for future consideration. 
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Introduction  
 
 
 North Shore at Canton is a three story town home structure built on top of a 
parking garage, all of which is built on top of a concrete pier, located in Baltimore 
harbor.  This report will give a description of the current floor system used as well as an 
analysis of four alternative systems.  The analysis will provide preliminary sizes for floor 
member, cost, availability, as well as various pros and cons of each system. 
 The loading used in this analysis will be in accordance with the IBC 2003, though 
is should be noted that BOCA ’96 was used in the design of the structure, and some loads 
have increased through the years.  As noted in Technical Report one a live load of 60 psf, 
which includes partition loading, will be used on all floor systems.  Also as noted in 
Technical Report 1 a dead load of 50 psf, this is subject to change as it includes the 
weight of the original floor system. 
 
 
 
Existing system: 
 
 
    Description 
 
 The existing floor system of  North Shore at Canton is made up of 25’ x 30’ bays.  
A typical floor system is comprised of  16” open web wood floor trusses spaced at 16” on 
center, bearing on steel stud shear walls, spanning 25’.  Approximately 10’ from the 
exterior face there is a PSL beam which supports traverse spanning 2x10’s at 16” on 
center.  The PSL beam is supported on each end by a, 3” or 4” diameter, hollow steel 
tube. The floors are topped with 3/4” OSB.  A visual representation is located in 
Appendix A 
 
 
    Pros and cons 
 
 This system is relatively cheap and light in weight.  The open webs enable easy 
access to both the mechanical and electrical systems.  The system is also relatively easy 
to install.  Some downfalls include shallow depth of members which reduces spacing 
between members.  Also a thicker floor diaphragm has to be used to help stay with in the 
fire rating.  This system is quite labor intensive, some connections could be complex and 
any type of mis-installation could result in serviceability issues in the future. 
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Alternative Systems: 
 
1st Alternative System 
 
 The first alternative floor system that will be investigated, will be similar to the 
existing system, in that the members will be bearing on shear walls.  The floor will be 
topped with 3/4" OSB.  Trus Joist pre-engineered TJI floor joist will be analyzed and 
sized accordingly.  A design deflection of L/480 will be used, also a live load of 40 psf 
will be used as well as a dead load of 20 psf, not including selfweight. 
 
Reference:  Trus Joist #2027 Specifier’s Guide TJI: 110, 230, 360, 560 
 
Span tables located in Appendix A. 
 

• Joist: TJI 560 
• Depth: 16” 
• Spacing: 19.2” 
• Max Span: 26’-3” 

 
The spacing between members increases only slightly, so it might prove more 

economical to step down the grade of the joist, to a TJI 360.  This, however, would return 
the spacing of the joists back to 16”.  Increasing the depth of the member allowed for 
longer spans and greater spacing; but it would create a more expensive system. 
 
    Pros and Cons 
 
 The TJI floor joists are actually cheaper than the open web trusses.  They are also 
light in weight, which would keep the dead load on the pier bents relatively low.  The 
joist can also be cut to various lengths, considering that all bays of the building are 
almost identical this will not be a major issue. Some problems do arise when the 
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems need to be installed through the floor 
system.  Since the joist have a solid web member, holes will need to be cut, though this 
type of operation is acceptable it requires skilled laborers and is time consuming.  Since 
deflection is part of the criteria of design it is not an issue with this type of system.  
Vibration is not a factor either since the joists create a diaphragm member, when 
correctly connected to the sub-floor.  Fire rating will not be an issue if gypsum board is 
used as a ceiling material. 
 
 
This system will not be considered for further investigation. 
 
Diagrams of this system are located in Appendix A. 
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2nd  Alternative System 
 
 The second alternative system that will be investigated will consist of a flat slab 
concrete system with drop panels.  Since the original bay size of 30’x25’ is considered 
large for a concrete residential system, a bay size of 20’x25’ will be used.  The building 
is 60’ wide so converting the 30’ spans to 20’ spans will not pose any problems; also, the 
concrete bents, which make ups the pier structure, are directly under these columns so it 
will not create major issues for the foundation. 
 
 
Reference:  Concrete Floor Systems: Guide to Estimating and Economizing, 2nd edition  
 

The larger bay size controls the thickness of the slab.  At 25’ the approximate slab 
depth will be 9”.  References located in Appendix A. 
 
f’c = 4000 psi 
Dead Load = 20 psf 
Live Load = 50 psf 
 

• Bay Size: 20’x 25’ 
• Slab Thickness: 8.5” 
• Drop Panel Size: 7’x 8’-6” 
• Drop Panel Depth: 2.25” (below slab), 10.75” (total depth) 
• Square Column Sizes: 22” 
• Concrete Volume: 365 ft3, (0.73 ft3/ ft2) 
• Reinforcement: 2.27 psf (approximately 2 #6 bars / ft ) 

 
 
    Pros and Cons 
 

The maximum depth of concrete would be approximately 11”, leaving enough 
space between the bottom of the slab and ceiling to install the MEP. The system is cost 
effective and since the building is in Baltimore, availability is not a concern.  The flat 
slab is also relatively easy to form.   This system has a disadvantage, in that it inherently 
adds extra weight to the structure.  Punching shear is also an issue, though the drop 
panels are used to circumvent this failure.  Since beams are not inherent in this system, 
the lateral load capacity decreases, so some additional analysis of the lateral resisting 
system will need to be made.  Vibration will not be a big concern since the bay sizes are 
relatively small and this is a residential structure.  As long as proper cover is used fire 
rating is not of concern. This system has not been checked against the ACI 318 code, 
therefore a further analysis will be required to verify minimum requirements. 
 
This system will be considered for further investigation. 
 
Diagrams of this system are located in Appendix A. 
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3rd  Alternative System 
 
 The third alternative system looked at will be a one way pan joist system.  The 
bay sizes will be the same as the previous floor system, 20’x25’.  The pan width used will 
be 30”, and the slab depth will be 4.5”. 
 
Reference:  Concrete Floor Systems: Guide to Estimating and Economizing, 2nd edition 
 
f’c = 4000 psi 
Dead Load = 20 psf 
Live Load = 50 psf 
 

• Bay Size: 20’x 25’ 
• Pan Depth: 8” 
• Rib Width: 5” 
• Beam Width: 36” 
• Square Column Size: 22” 
• Volume: 280 ft3, (0.56 ft3/ ft2) 
• Reinforcement: 2.20 psf (approximately 2 #6 bars / rib) 

 
 This system, like the previous one, uses 22” square columns, which line up 
directly over the concrete bents in the pier structure.  This system will weight less than 
the previous system, since there is about 90 ft3 less concrete.  This system has not been 
checked against the ACI 318 code, therefore a further analysis will be required to verify 
minimum requirements. 
 
    Pros and Cons 
 

The maximum depth of concrete would be approximately 12.5”, leaving enough 
space between the ribs and ceiling to install the MEP. The system is cost effective, 
though it is a little more expensive than the flat slab, and since the building is in 
Baltimore, availability is not a concern.  The pans are also relatively easy to form.  This 
system also weighs about 25% less than a flat slab system.  Since beams are inherent in 
this system, the lateral load capacity increases, so some additional analysis of the lateral 
resisting system will need to be looked into.  Vibration will not be a concern since the 
bay sizes are relatively small and the addition of ribs as well as the beams increases the 
stiffness of the structure.  As long as proper cover is used fire rating is not of concern. 
 
 
This system will be considered for further investigation. 
 
Diagrams of this system are located in Appendix A. 
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4th Alternative System 
 
 The fourth alternative system uses a bay size of 30’x25’ and the floor system is 
comprised of open web steel joist bearing on steel I beams.  The joists are topped with a 
non-composite steel decking and light weight concrete.  The joists are spaced at 36” on 
center, and span 25’.   
 
Reference:  Steel Joist and Joist Girders, K Series United Steel Deck: Design Manuel 
 
Service Loads 
 Live Load = 60 psf 
 Dead Load = 20 psf (not including weight of material) 
 
Live load per foot = 1.6 * 60 psf * 3 ft = 288 plf 
 
From K-series open web joist table: 
 

• Preliminary size: 16K9 
• Span: 25’ 
• Depth: 16” 
• Weight: 10 plf 
• Live Load Capacity: 311 plf 
• Total Load Capacity: 514 plf 

 
From Steel Deck manuel: 
 
Deck: 1.5”x6” 
Fy = 33 ksi 
f’c = 3 ksi 
Weight Concrete = 115 pcf 
 

• 19 Gauge Steel Decking 
• Max unshored span: 9.05’ (3 span) 
• Uniform Live Load Capacity: 155 psf (no studs, service load) 
• Slab Depth: 4” 
• Weight: 29 psf 
• Connection: 1/8” thick 1” long fillet weld on each side 

 
The steel joist bear on steel I beam, though a more complex analysis is needed due to 

the fact that the beam will be part of the lateral force resisting system; a preliminary beam 
size was selected from the AISC moment tables located in chapter 5.  The design moment 
used was 360 ft k, from the tables it was determined to use a W 16x57, which has a 
moment capacity of approximately 394 ft k.  A preliminary column size was selected 
from the AISC chapter 6, assumed effective length of 0.5L = 6’.  The preliminary size 
chosen was W 14x90, note a further analysis is needed in determining the actual size of 
the column when it is exposed to lateral loading as well. 
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  4th Alternative System 
 
 
  Pros and Cons 
 
 

 This system utilizes the original bay size of the structure.  The spacing between 
members can also be increased.  Since there is a concrete topping, fire rating is not an 
issue.  The open web members also provide adequate space for the MEP.  Since the spans 
are of medium length the depth of members stayed at 16”.  Cost issues raise some 
concerns, though money can be saved in other parts of the system, since the lateral 
system would consist of a moment frame, the cost of a sheer wall system could be 
subtracted.  The weight of the system has increased from the existing system since wood 
is a much lighter material, though removing the shear wall reduces weight as well, so a 
further analysis will need to be done to see the complete effects of the weight on the 
foundation. 

 
This system will be considered for further investigation. 
 
Diagrams of this system are located in Appendix A. 
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System Comparison 
 
 

 Existing Trus Joist Flat Slab Pan Joist Steel Joist 

Availability Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 

Cost Inexpensive Inexpensive Relatively  
Inexpensive 

Relatively  
Inexpensive 

More  
Expensive 

Weight Light Light Heavy Heavy Moderate 

Deflection Not of  
Concern 

Accounted 
For in 
Design 

Not of 
Concern 

Not of  
Concern 

Not of  
Concern 

Vibration Not of  
Concern 

Not of  
Concern 

Not of  
Concern 

Not of  
Concern 

Not of  
Concern 

Foundation  
Issues 

No No Yes, Further  
Investigation 

Required 

Yes, Further  
Investigation 

Required 

Yes, Further  
Investigation 

Required 
Notes   A Further 

investigation 
is needed to 
check code 

requirements. 

A Further 
investigation 
is needed to 
check code 

requirements. 

A Further 
investigation 
is needed to 
check code 

requirements. 
Further  
Analysis 

 No Yes Yes Yes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Final Summation 
 
 The only system that will not be considered for further investigation is 1st 
Alternative system.  Since this system only slightly increases the member spacing, and 
only decreases the cost slightly; there is no clear advantage of this system over the 
existing open web floor trusses.  All of the other systems will be considered for a further 
analysis, to determine actual sizing, the effects of lateral loads, and the effects of the 
system on the concrete pier structure.  Vibration and deflection issues are not of great 
concern therefore an in-depth analysis will not be required.  A more in-depth cost and 
schedule analysis will need to be done to compare theses systems to the existing system. 
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Appendix A 
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System Framing Diagrams 
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Floor Layout 

 
 

Typical Floor Framing 
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1st Alternative system Framing 
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2nd Alternative System Framing 
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3rd Alternative System Framing 
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4th Alternative System Framing 
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Design Tables 
 

Trus Joist  
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Design Tables 
 

Reinforced Concrete Floor Systems 
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Design Tables 
 

Reinforced Concrete Floor Systems 
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Design Tables 
 

Open Web Steel Joist 
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Design Tables 
 

United Steel Deck 
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